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ABSTRACT

The relationship between athletest feelings of termination from
intercollegiate sports and the degree of identity and cohesion

tras investigated.

rthaca college senior athletes (N : 59)
compreted a three-part questionnaire comprised of athletic
identity, cohesion, and feelings of temination. Athretic
identity and cohesion were moderatery correrated. These

variables independently were also significantly correlated with
several of the termination feerings. There were no gender or
status differences for identity, cohesion, or any of the
feelings. A muitipte regression was used to predict the
termination feerings from athletic identity and cohesion. The
variabres of identity and cohesion accounted for significant
variance of the following termination feelings: frustrated,
satisfied, serf-aware, fuIfiIIed, indifferentr. resentment, sad,
successful, shock, deprived, happy, abandoned, depressed, and
proud. rt was concruded that feerings of termination can be
predicted from the degree of athletic identity and the perception
of a cohesive athletic environment.
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Chapter

L

TNTRODUCTTON

rrWe

laughed until we had to cry

right down to our last
We were the best I think we'II ever
Just you and me
For just a momenttt
And we loved

goodbye
be

For Just a

Moment

Participation at the collegiate level represents the last
stage of competition for most athletes. From a young a9€, these
athletes have grown up with a ball in their hands now only to
have it cruelly snatched away just before graduation. of course
the thief, otherwise known as athletic eligibility,
has been
lurking in the shadows patiently awaiting the opportunity to
steal a dream. Although this crime'is looked upon as a natural
occurrence, it does not lessen the shock or make the blow any
Iess painful when it actually happens.
For many athletes, sport is a primary focus in their Iives.
They spend countless hours practicing, modifying, and perfecting
a skilI. They run miles of sprints, Iift endless amounts of
weights, and exert considerable amounts of energy while dripping
oceans of sweat. Competition elicits every conceivable emotion
in various situations from the elation of victory to the
disappointment of defeat.
Coaches become more than the usual authority figures. They
are leaders, motivators, slave drivers, and friends. They have
L
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the patience to help athletes mature within the sport and life
itself.
coaches see their athretes at their best and worst
mbments. There is bond that is formed between a coach and an
athlete that does not exist as intinatery in other contexts.
Teammates come and go year arter year, inevitabry leaving
when their eligibility
is exhausted. With each season diverse
individuals combine to form a united team. The experiences they
share are unique to the sport, to the season, and to the team.
They have the same dedication, commitment, and desire to
participate. The unspoken communication or understanding
teammates share while fighting for a conmon cause cannot be
effectivery conveyed to someone who has not been through this
extraordinary experience. The memories linger even after ttie
laughter, the frustration, the exhilaration, and the rove fades.
The coaches, teammates, and opponents have each been

in their own re.spect. But the sport remained the same,
seeningly forever. The athlete was always left'with the ultimate
opponent, her/himself. The athrete had to find the energy to !
keep going, even to the point of exhaustion. The athrete had to
overcome the pain to continue playing. The athlete had to create
the motivation to overcome the frustration and the monotony. The
athlete had to learn to become a team player. The athlete had to
keep'the commiturent, dedication, and desire year after year. Now
the athrete must somehow find the strength to say goodbye.
Most correge athretes are forced to face the reality that
their playing careers have come to an end. Arthough this is an
memorable

expected and |tnormaltr result, its effects can-be quite

devastating. The athlete is forced to step out of the limelight.
The relationships that were shared_ are now out of context. For
many athletes, sport has been a life long companion, one that
they are not yet wilting to leave. Not every athletic experience
is pleasurabte but each one is remarkable in its own respect, and
the individual who is facing termination from athletics is not
always prepared to leave these moments or these people behind.
Scope of Problem
This investigation sought to examine the feelings of
termination frorn intercollegiate athletics and the relationships
of athletic identification, cohesion, gender, and status of
athletic eligibility to these feelings. Graduating senior
athletes at Ithaca College were asked to participate in this
investigation. Subjects (N = 59) were administered a three-part
guestionnaire. The first part assessed athletic identity; the
second part assessed cohesion; and the final part examined
feelings of termination:
The interrelationships between all variables (identity,
cohesion, and the 35 feelings) were assessed by Pearson productmoment correlation. Gender and status differences in identity
and cohesion were assessed by t tests prior to analyzing the
predictive value of identity and cohesion in explaining athletesl
feelings fotlowing ternination. Additionally, gender and status
differences for athletest feelings were assessed Uy UallOVa.
Fina11y, a nultiple regression was used to predict termination
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emotions from ath■ etic

ュdentity

and cohes■ on.

Statement of Problem
This study was designed to investigate the athletesi
feelings upOn te..u■ nation from

■ntercol■

egiate vars■ ty athletics.

HVDOtheS■ s

This study examined the impact teェ

川ination

from

intercOl■ egiate ath■ etics had on graduating Seniorso

relationship between the teェ
of several var■

ab■ es

川ュnation

was exam■ nedo

The

prOcess and the

■nteraction

The var■ ab■ es that were

theorized to have an effect on teェ .llination were athletic identity
and team cohes■ on.

It was hypOthes■ zed that ath■ etes who

id6ntified highly with their sport(s)and perceived a greater
cohesive environment wou■ d

■ikely

be affected more by teュ ニι
linatiOn

than ath■ etes who reported lower athletic

■dentity

scores and

perce■ ved a less cohes■ ve env■ ronment.

Assumptions of studv
The fo■ low■ ng assumptions were made fOr the purpose of this
■nvestigation3
■.

Each athlete given the questiOnnaire responded honestly

and accurate■ y.

2.

The questionnaire used tO evaluate the subjects Offered

an accurate assessment of the var■ ables be■ ng exam■ ned.
3.

The athletes answered the questiOns with respect tO

their major spOrt.
Defin■ tion of Teュ

ニ
1ls

The fo110wing teェ llls were Operationally defined for the

●

Ⅱ

中

中

●…

Ⅲ

Ⅲ
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￨

●
●

●

―

￨…
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purpose of this investigation:
■.

Athletic identity:

The extent to which an individual

perce■ ves him/herSe■ f to be an athlete as opposed t0 0ther rolese

2.

Cohesion3

The OVerall sense of belonging to a team

based upon both soc■ al and task dimens■ ons.
3.

FeO■ inos of te..llination 3

The WOrds chosen to describe

emotions fo1lowing the end of an athlete's、 playing career.
4.
、

Teェ lllination:

The end of an athlete's playing career due

to the exhaustion of ath■ etic abi■ ity.
5。

Varsitv athlete:

an acknowledged NCAA Div■

An individual whO has participated in
s■ on

III spOrte

Delimitations of studv
The fo■ ■ow■ ng delim■ tations were made for the purpose of the
■nvestttgation3
■.

This

■nvestigation

■nvolved

only 59 male and fema■ e

seni6r ath■ etes who had competed in intercollegiate athletics at
Div■ s■ on

2.

III.
This investigation measured athletic identity only

through the Athletic ldentity Measurement sca■
3。

‐

e.

This investigation measured cohesiё n only throuoh an

adaptation of the Sports Cohes■ on QuestiOnna■ re.
Lim■ tations
■。

of Studv

Results of this investigation̲can only be generalized to

intercollegiate athletes who are sinilar to those in this
investigation.

￨●

―…
l

―

―

2. Results are only relevant when sport identity is
assessed by the Athletic Identity Measurement Scale.
3. Results dre only relevant when cohesion is assessed
an adapted version of the sports cohesion euestionnaire.
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Chapter 2

.

REVIEW OF LTTERATURE

This chapter reviews the relevant literature associated with
the concepts under investigation in this study. The chapter is
divided into the foll-owing sections: (a) termination defined,
(b) terirination research, (c) identification with athretics, (d)
team cohesion, (e) termination as loss, and (f) summary.
Termination .Defined
The end of an athleters playing career can be described in
positive or negative mdnner depending on the attitude of the

a

individuar involved in the process. competitive sport, which is
an organized play activity involving training and performancd on
a regular basis that meets expected standards for a given 1eve1,
el-icits a commitment and dedication that only athletes seem to
accept. and understand (Coakley, 1993).

sport from an athleters standpoint, is a relationship--a
living, loving rerationship. rt ib a kind of rove/hate
rerationship with charrenge, struggle, sacrifice, victory,
defeat, self-improvement, coachesr" teammates, audiences,
and so on. For those athletes who have been conmitted to
high performance sport for nany years, the rerationship
grows into something very intimate and intense. (Werthner &
Orlick, L992, p. 1gB)
sport emphasizes a youthful exuberance, on which its royal
followers thrive until being forced to confront the harsh reality
that their praying days are over. Athretes experience stress
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to leave the realm of athletics because of their
cognitive appraisal of the situation (svoboda & vanek , L9g2).
The ability to respond appropriatery to the demands of the
termination process differs from athlete to athlbte depending on
the IeveI, intensity, and duration of involvement. For many,
termination from the experience is psychologicarry devastating
and initiates a period of emotional turnoir. This is guite
ironic because, based upon conmon complaints freguently uttered
by athletes, termination should be cause for celebration
(coakrey, L983). The seasons are Iong, practices exhausting,
workouts difficult,
exploitation frequent, and privacy limited.
But at the moment of truth, the athrete is often not wilring to
pay the itprices of retirementtt (Curtis & Ennis, Lggg).
Athletes must leave behind teammates and friends who become
like family. Day in and day out, during practices and
competition they continued to work together in the worrd of
sport. Living and learning through the good times and the bad,
the team worked to accomplish its goaIs. The terminated athtete
is now alone. Without the support of teammates, s/he must
continue in the rrgame of life.tt Arthough this is a ndrmar and
even expected transition, it none the less robs the athlete of
the security and comfort to which s/he had become accustomed.
Some athletes view the end of their careers as just another
role transition in the larger game of life. They leave one
activity to engage in and develop other interests. They view the
when forced

process of retirement as one of growth or development, simply

graduating to the next phase (coakrey, 1983). For athletes with
this perspective, terrnination is not viewed as an ending but
rather as a beginning. They do ndt cornpretery disengage
themselves from sport but remain invorved as players in city or

recreational leagues, €ts coaches or referees, or even as members
in a health and exercise'center.
Some individuals find that participation in intercollegiate
sport is irreplaceable. They continually seek satisfaction in
other endeavors but find themserves stirr searching for an
adeguate replacement. But, often, nothing erse seems to match
the intensity or the camaraderie previousry experienced.
Unfortunately, for many athletes, the process of resocialization
takes time and demands a willingness to change.
career termination refers to the end of a praying career.
often times, this termination comes before the athrete is
psychologically and socially prepared to leave (ogiIvie, L}BT).
sports supposedry build character, confidence, discipline,
cooperation, strength, independence, awareness, and so on
(Botterilr, L9Bzl. For many, these guarities seem only temporary
or at least contingent upon participation in sport. Termination
marks the first tine an athlete is forsaken by sport and d"p=ived

of that which has become accustomed and faniliar (Hirl & Lowe,
L974). Athletes rrhave a speciar conmodity that separates them
from the rest of the (correge) population--athretic talent.
unfortunately, whire they benefit from thei speciar attention,
they are often blocked from trnornal, deveroprnent by being
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segregated, even if they donrt reald.ze ittr (Remer, Tongate, &
watson, L978, p. 628). For an individuar whose self-concept has
been formed largely within the context of athletics, there is no

substitute for sport.
Termination Research

is very little information in the Iiterature regarding
athletic termination (Al1ison & Meyer, 1988; Brewer, van Raarte,
& Li.nder, 1990i Broom, L982; Ogilvie, L987; Werthner & Orlick,
L982). The.information that exists is limited in terms of the
diversity of the sports examined, the leveL of performance, and
the age of the competitors (ogilvie, 1987). studies in this area
have been restricted almost exclusively to males. Findings from
research on retirement have also been rnisapplied to studies on
sport termination (Curtis & Ennis, 1988i Werthner & Or1ick,
L982). ft has not been possible to generalize findings from
studies on old age and retirement from occupations onto young
adults and ternination from athletics.
The majority of research involving termination from
athretics involves forced exit due to injury or examines the
departure of professional or elite athletes. This may be because
the nedia makes information regarding the personal lives of these
superstars availabre to the public, therefore there is an
interest as to how.those individuals in the spotlight cope. More
often than not, these are ilr-fated or'tragic cases (ogirvie,
19871. Freguently, this information gets translated,
generali zed, and then applied to athletes in other situations and
There"

1t-

environments. 'Unfortunately, w€ db not'know how representative
these cases are when examining termination from other levels of
competition.
sports, for professionar or elite athletds, are not just
'games, diversions t ot hobbies, but occupations. Retirement from

athletics not onry necessitates psychorogicar adjustrnent but
reguires changes in lifestyle.
The retirdd professional often
faces turmoil within the family structure, a change in economy,
and expectations regarding standardb of living, loss of
recognition, and a multitude of other crises upon leaving sport
(ogilvie, L987) .
Athletes must understand the implications of participating
in a Darwinian sports worrd (ogilvie & Howe, Lgg2). From the
beQinningt of their invorvement athletes have rived by the
principre, t'survivar of th"e fittest.rt
rnevitably, an athletei
must succumb to deserection, chronologicar d9€, inerigibirityr
or
injury. Although the end result is unavoidable, it is not often
readily accepted
Several investigations examined the perceived eval-uation of
the end of an athletets career and subsegirent life satisfaction
(coakIey, L983; Kleiber, Greendorfer, Brinde, & samdahr , LggT) .
Because the end of oners playing"career in high school or college
occurs sirnultaneously with other changes in early adulthood, it
may be difficult
to correctly identify the cause for trauma. It
has been suggested that comparative studies be performed to
isolate and distinguish the variable having the main effect

￨ …

(Curtis & Ennis, L988).-

.L2

Coakley (l-983) examined high school students and found
evidence of trauma, identity crisis, or serious adjustment
problems upon leaving conpetitive sports'. The individuals

no

who

strongly identify with athletics may have planned to pursue their
sport at the collegiate level and, therefore, felt no remorse at
leaving high school cornpetition. ft only follows that ttrose
individuals who chose not to continue participating did not feel
the effects of ternination because they were socially and
psychologically ready to }eave athletics. It appears that a
voluntary decision to retire from sport does not elicit the same
emotions as a forced exit. An investigation on professional
female tennis players'showed that retirement was not traumatic
but instead produced a profound sense of relief and opportunity
fot growth (Allison & Meyerr. l-988).
Identification With Athletics
An individualrs identity forms during childhood. The
concept of self is nultidimensional (Brewer et aI., 1990). It is
changed through experience, molded through internal and external
reinforcement strategies, and altered'nith the overt and covert
interactions of others and the expectations of society. Our
identity is a schena based upon cognitive generalizations that
set standards against which to measure subsegupnt interpretations
of information.
Our identity consists of roles with a given set of norms or
prescriptions for behavior as well as a given script for the role
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to portray at a given time. Role theory states that we
often become what we play at. Every rninute of competition helps
to substantiate a definition of self (stevenson, LgBz).
athretes become caught in a setf-perpetuating system set in
motion from the first day of their invorvement (Remer et aI.,
1976). sport forlows a contingency moder consisting of four
stages! presocialization, serection and recruitment,
sociarization, and acceptance/ostracism (Donnerly & young, 1988).
Presocialization involves all of the infornation obtained prior
to 'actuat participation. This information can be obtained from
the media, friends, family, and others invorved in sport
serection and recruitment refers to the way in which an
individual becomes a member oi the athletic community.
socialization is the process of learning and adapting to the
customs, traditions, and practices of the sport teaur. rt
involves learning a new ro1e. The stage of acceptance/ostracism
depends upon whether or not the individual chooses to dccept and
play this new role. once the rore has been accepted, it is often
strengthened to the point wheie it begins to dominate the
individuarrs actions and lifestyre. This decreases the
opportunity for the individual to completely discover him/herself
(He1rman, L987). Because the individualts role as an athlete has
developed so compretely, it is often difficurt to disengage
oneself from tlie role of athlete during the final stage of
termination.
rde choose

Oners personal reality,

inctuding the perceived evaluation

ヽ
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of self, is often times partly illusion due to the"romanticized
aspects of sport (werthner & orlick, 1982). sport and oners
participation in sport is magnified. ,what one does in sport
becomes the center of who one isrr (He1man, tgg7, p. 199).
Athletes often base their decisions upon what is in the best
interest of their lives as athletes. A recognition of ttiis
fantasy life would resurt in cognitive dissonance. This is a
state of mental tension and discomfort caused by the
contradiction of cognitive elements. An example of such a state
would be if an athrete refused !o study into the early morning
hours because s/he had a gane the forrowing day.' with this
attitude, the athlete could justify his/her behavior because s/he
was convinced that the game was more iurportdnt than a grade on
the test. Therefore, athletes behave the they do to be
consistent with their serf-concept. Any deviations from this
behavior would lead to dfssonance.
society perpetuates this mythicar state of being onry an
athlete by way of the self-fulfilling
prophecy. An individualrs
beliefs and expectations about reality cause reactions in
specific ways, and these reactions often make beriefs and
expectations come true. Because athletes place suCh high regard
on the status of being,an athreterrr they tend to debmphasize
other aspects of their Iives. But, the athlete is not alone in
this endeavor. This berief is reinforced by coaches, parenfs,
teammates, peers, and the media (Heyman, L}BT). The distinction
between sport being .tthe only thingtt as opposed to being ,the
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most important thing[ is so miniscule that either belief may be
harrnful to the athlete during the period of desocialization from

athletics (Werthner & Orlick, Lg82). The reinforcements for the
athleters identity are specific and tine-lirnited. When athletic
eligibility runs out; the athlete becomes a-rthas been.r what is
left? There are'rrno adoring fansr Do coaches to pamper him, no
skills to faII back on--onIy past glory, excuses, and
recriminationsrr (Remer et ar., 1-978, p. 628). The stronger the
athletic identity, the more traumatic leiving sport will be
(Ogilvie & Howet L982).
ItTerminationtt has been coined [social death.rr rndividuars
their self-iurage by exhibitio.n of their physicar
skills wiII be the most vulnerable by the conseq[uences of ending
a playing career (ogilvie, L987). Athretes are also apt to be
ittectea if they have little support outside of sport, if tney
have no arternatives, and if they do not have adeguate personal
resources (coakrey, 1983). rt has been suggested that the way in
which a career ends may result in differences in coping with
termination (Kleiber et al., 1987). Satisfaction of the
completion of a role may lead to dissonance reduction,
alleviating the process of ternination when individuals are
forced to re-examine who they are. If an athlete has rrno
regretsrr upon termination, then it nay be easier to nove on to
the next phase of }ife.
who create

Team Cohesion

The sociat psychological definition of a groip is

a

６
１一
０
Ｓ

collection of individuals who are interacting with one another
that each person influences and is influenced by each other
person. Sports teams constitute a collective personal identity.
A team is a smarr group in the naturar setting of athletics.
within this tean, there are features and characteristics that set
it apart from merety existing as an assortment of random
individuals. Team members, although individually distinct, share
commonalities with respect to sport itself.
They share conmon
goars, conmunicate with linguistic variations and nonverbal
gestures often unintelligible to those outside of the
environment, abide by hierarchical structures within the sport,
create elaborate ceremonies and rites of passage, and believe in
countress myths and superstitions (cratty, L983). cohesion is
the "adhesive property of groups--the force that binds group
members togetherrr (Carron, 1980, p. 234).
Many coaches hold the belief that the most effective team is
not necessarily the most talented, but the team that plays the
best together. considerabre research has been done on team
cohesion and how it rerates to performance, but findings have
been inconsistent (carron, 19go). Although it is possibre to
find a correlation between-cohesion and performance, researchers
are unable to explain causation. Which comes first, cohesion or
winning? Did a successful season promote team unity, or did
increased teamwork lead to increasesl team productivity?
Many believe that team cohesion determines peak performance.
Some of the widely used cliches are ttthe team that plays together
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stays togetherrr or rrthe team did not play well as a unit.rt A
teamrs performance is more than the summation of individualsf
abilities.
This follows the Gestalt idea that the whole (team
performance) is more than the siurple summation of its parts
'(individual performance). The performance of athletic teams is
bised upon many factors; only one of which is cohesion. Other
factors that deterntine success must also be taken into
consideration (Yukelson, Weinberg, & Jackson, 1984). The tatent
of the athletes, an" coaching, the ability of the opponents, the
momentum of the game; and a multitude of other factors can
influence a teamrs performance
During the development process of an athlete, the exposure
to nonathletes can be rather timited. In fact,, athletes tend'tp
interact most with other athletes. This is a logical pr..i,'i""
because a great deal of time is spent with itfellowt! athletes

before, during, and after competition or practice. These
individuals segregate themselves and freguently turn aside
outsiders. They bond togeth'er and resist intrusion. The very
eSSenceoftheirIives,thesportexperience,isoIatesthem
rrWhen we think of athletes, w€ think of a privileged group and
assume that such an identity woutd carry with it only positive
relationshipsr' (Heyman, L98'7, p. 137). But, athletes accentuate
their interaction in sport to the degree that they neglect other
aspects of their lives.
cohesion is not static, it is a dynanic process that hnites
a group (Carron, L984). Team cohesion is roultidinensional,
'

-

l_8

consisting of conmon goals, valued roles, complimentary teamwork,
feelings of satisfaction, and identification with group
membership (Yukerson et dr., 1984). wtren an individuar is a part
of a cohesive group, s/he tends to lose some individuality.
The
more distinct a group becomes, the more unity increases and the
more guickly differences diminish (carron, 1984). An outwhrd
display of the distinctiveness is .achieved through tehn jack"bts
or sweatshirts, team mottos, and social activities.
The internal
conformity is not as apparent by siurple,observation. oners
orientation of self may become ehtangled with the role that has
been defined by the team. The more an individual conforms to a
group, the more difficult it becomes to reassume self-identity.
Therefore, upon separation from the tearn, the individual may need
to reclaim a sense of seIf.
Not only must an individual complete the development process
upon leaving sport, but s/he must now proceed without the support
of teammates. The individuaf is left alone to meet the
charrenges of life out in the rear worId. The games have ended.
The others have gone home to their famiry (the team). And the
terminated. athlete is left by him/herself holding a tattered
baII, souvenir to the accornplishnents past.
The athlete has worked so hard during a short career to
become-a trteamtr player. Differences, conflicts, and
disagreenent,s lrere put aside ,for the good of the team. The sport
created a family'atmosphere. The athretesr involvement in a
variety of activities brought'a group of individuals crose

■9

together.

This fOrced̀interactiOn was unavo■

pregame meals′

shared water bottles′

dab■ eo

They ate

s■ ept on vans and buses′

embraced in v■ ctOry′ and comforted One another after defeat.

Now the teェ 興inated athlete has to move Out.

s/he muSt

behind teammates′ packing up Only memor■ es tOi take a10ngo
the team′ the ath■ ete.s rO■ e had・ been defined.

■eave

within

Now s/he iS

forced tO proceed wュ thout a strong identificatiOn of self.

Ёach

step away from the team erases a bit Of the defin■ tiOn until the
ath■ ete is ■●ft with only a questiOn― ―whO am I?
Teェ ‖lination

as Loss

When an athleteis playing career ends′

friends′ teammates′

coaches′ status′ identity′ and gport itself in a fam■ liar context

are

■ost

fOrever (Ast■ e′

■986).

The reactiOn experienced after

departing competitiOn fOl■ Ows the typical pattern of
it be rea■

′ perceptual′

■982).

TheSe

prOcess

■s e■ ther

■Osses

■Oss

whether

Or symbOlic in nature (werthner & orlick′

are Often llnot recognizediand the=grieving

ignored Or m■ sunderstood by cOaches′ teammates′

trainers′ and even the athletes themselvesl'(Astle′ ■986′
p.

279).

￨IUnderStanding and finishing with 10ss hinges On Our

admitting what we 10stll(Tatelbaum′

■980′

p.

■■■).

If an athlete

rema■ ns ■n den■ al′

s/he may suffer psych010gical cOnsequences
without ever identifying the cause. Athletes must cOnfront the
■oss

head on and exper■ ence the gr■ evュ ng prOcess.

Every athlete advances frOn tean to tean thrOugh dittferent
age and

ζkill ■evels.

And′ each time this happens′ the athlete

has tO leave Old friends behind and adjust tO a new envirOnment
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and new teammates.
ath■ ete Sti■ ■

sportso

But′

a■ though

the surroundings change′

the

remains immersed in tHe wor■ d Of competitive

However′ there comes a time when an athlete must depart

from sports one final time′ never to return again.

Eventually′

the ava■ ■ability of competition′ as prev■ ous■ y known′ is no
longё r pOssib■ e.
■eav■ ng

everyday′

A■ though everyone gets t00 0■ d to play games

athletic competiton still can elic■ t a number

of intense feelings.
be■ ng

The actual

able to p■ ay the sport.

difficu■ t to exp■ ain.

■oss

cOnCrete.

It stems from the actua■
■989).

something that can̲make them feel awe′
amusement′ pr■ ce′

communionll(Klinger′

■s

■oss

much more

and invo■ ves

￨:People need to be

They need to be preoccupied near■ y

■ove′ hate′ re■ ief′

It is not

But the symbolic loss

the sense of self― identity (sanders′

absorbedo

■s

a■ ■ the time w■ th

curiousity′ pleasure′
■ust′

devotion′ and

For many indiViduals′ sp9rt
gives their lives a senso of meaning.
^
■977′ p. 4)。

Individuals proceed through a series of stages following
losso

The five stages are labeled by Kubler̲Ross (■ 969)as

fo■ ■ows3

denial′ projection′ anger′ depression′ arid acceptancee

These are sometimes used to expla■ n the exper■ ences of teェ
̀11■

athletes..

The steps Of the grieving process have also been

described as shOck′ nllmhing projection′
■one■ iness′

nated

yearning and searching′

resentment′ disorgan■ zation′ underslanding′ and

persOna■ growth (Astle′

■9む 6,

Ogilvie′

■987).

IndiViduals

exper■ ence these stages w■ th varying levels Of intens■ tyo

duration of each stage

■s

contingent upon the

■evel

of

The

2■

commitment′ devotion′ intimacy′ and dependency′

as´ we■ ■
■eave

motivation and support an individual has in order
athletic experience (sChOenberg′

■nclude

■970).

ied on defense mechanisms to

an ath■ etets reaction to loss.

mechan■ sms

the

carr′ Peretz′ & Kutscher′

Psychoanalytic theory has re■
exp■ ain

as the

Typical deFenSe

den■ al′ reaction foこ Щation′ and

■ntel■ ectualizationo

These serve to distort or fals■

reality of the situation.

Ogilvie (■ 987)stated8

fy the

・
・The

persistence that has taken athletes so far in sport is now
̀

applied in the defense of accepting the truth" (p. 228). In
order to grow and move on′ an ath■ ete must work through the
grieving processo

The feelings must be recognized and released′

or the athlete will remain in the past as just another foェ ム
. of
triυ ial mё morabilia.

Emotions are e■ usiveo

Not only are they difficult to

measure but they are a■ so difficult to recognize and
differentiate.

what may be v■ ewed as anger to one

be taken as depress■ on to another.

an

■ndiv■ dual

■ndiv■ dual

may

This ambig■ ity does not blame

for be■ ng incorrect in

■●beling

a feeling but

emphas■ zes the re■ iance on perception.

Feeling an emotion and expressing it are not necessarily the
Same (Tavris & Wade′

■984).

The Old Stereotype that women are

more emotional sti■ ■ existS today (Goldberg′
■984,

Tavris & Wade′

■984)′

to support this cla■ m.

■976F

Nicho13on′

but there is no conclusive evidence

It'appears that women are more express■ ve

of the■ r feelings′ whereas men tend to suppress the■ r emotions.
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This is a result of the socialization process in which girls are
molded into the feminine ideal and boys are hardened into
masculinity.
rndividuals faced with termination must make some type of
adjustment. The way in which athretes respond to this change
varibs fron individuar to individuar and from team to team, as
well as from sport to sport. Temination exhibits characteristic
slrmptoms of psyihological stress (.svoboda & vanek , Lgg2) . An
athrete can use either adaptive or mhradaptive strategies to
cope. Quite possibry the best way to cope is to anticipate the
inevitabre ending of a career (stevenson, L9g2; svoboda & Vanek,
L982). But, in a sense, that defeats the very purpose of
training (Broom, L982) .
An athlete must detrain not only physically but
psychologically as weII. Unfortunately, the notivation to adhere
to exercise guickly wanes because of lack of goals, incentives,
discipline, desire, and structure (t{erthner & orrick, LgB2). An
athlete must accept the present and focus on the future rather
than remaining in the past. rt is a difficult struggre to
rerease the iron grip of the past because sport imnortalizes
performance through fiIns, clippitrgs, records, awards, trophies,
and other nostalgia (Coakley, l-983). The athlete must break this
connection to regain a state of homeostasis.
Summary

Athletes become involved in an intimate relationship with
sport. The depth of this involvement may depend upon a variety
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of factors. rdentification with the rore of athlete and the
perception of team cohesion are two such factors to consider.
Often, the.athletic experience, when it ends, becomes
irreplaieable. The process of mourning forrows this ending,
whether the bereavement is conscious or unrecognized.
Most of the research that has been done on termination from
athletics has focused on the professional or elite athlete. Very
little research has been done on the much larger group of
rraveragerr college athletes who have committed a tremendous amount
of time, energy, and effort to structured athletics for years and
who are abruptly forced to wark away. rt appears that an
individual who becomes socialized into the role of an athlete may
suffer an identity crisis when having to disengage him/herself
from this ro1e. Furthelsnore, the more cohesive a team becomes,
the'Iess 1ikely differences between individuals wilI exist. This
conformity serves to ressen individuality and, therefore, makes
it muih more difficurt to regain a sense of serf. when an
individual identifies highty with the role of an athlete and is
immersed in a cohesive environment, s/he may be unabte to finit a
definition of self other than that which has been created in the
sports arena
r.eaving conpetitive athretics creates a ross, which can be
reaI, perceptual, oF slmboric in nature (werthner & orrick,

L982). with every ross, there exists a series of stages:
denial, projection, angJer, depression, and acceptance (KiiblerRoss, 1959). rndividuals progress through these stages at
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-.
different rates. Each individual experiences these stages with
varying intensity and duration. These differences exist due to
the level of commitment, devotion, intinacy, and dependen-cy, as
weII as the type of support and notivation an individual feels
s/he has. An athlete must work through the grieving process and
recogrnize and release the feblings other:vise s/he will continue
to live in the past.
The topic of athletic termination is complex and has not
-been fully examined. Becaude termination can be a traumatic and
potentiafly deva'stating experience, it is irnperative that further
research be done on its effects.

Chapter

3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

This chapter will outline the methods and procedures used in
gathering data for this investigation. The chapter is divided
into the forlowing sections: (a) serection of subjects, (b)
testing instruments, (c) nethod of data collection, (d) scoring
of data, (e) treatment of data, and (f) sunmary.
Selection of Subjects
The subjects who participated in this investigation
consisted of 59 graduating seniors from fthaca College who had
completed or were in their final season of athletic elilibility.
Each subject was contacted separatery by phone and was read a
standardized explanation and request for participation (Appendix
A). A convenient time and prace for both the subject and the
test adrninistrator lras arranged in'order to complete the
questionnaire
The athretes arrived at the assigned classroom at

a

specified tiure to conplete the questionnaire. fnforned consent
forms expraining the purpose, procedures, and confidentiality of
the investigation were distributed and signed by the participants
(Appendix B). Prior to the distribution of the questionnaire, the
athretes lrere, given the opportunity to ask any questions
regarding the study and were given the opportunity to leave if
they decided that they did not want to participate. The athletes
vrere read standardized instructions and they tere asked to answer
the questionnaire as honestly and accurately as possible.
25
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Confidentiality was guaranteed
Testing fnstruments
The Athletic rdentity Measurement scale (ArMS) (Brewer et
dl., 1990), an adaptation of the Team cohesion euestionnaife
(Martens, r,anders, & Loy, Lg72l , and a section describing
feelings toward termination were adurinistered to the subjects. A
four-point Likert scare was used to answer the guestions.
Possible responses were as follows: 1 = not at all, 2 : a
Iittle, 3' = somewhat, 4 = V€Ey much. For the purpose of this
investigation, the directions were to answer using the response
that best applied
The AfMS consists of LO iteurs used to measure an
individualrs degree of athletic identity. The cohesion section
consists of six items examining the relationships the athlete had
within the team. The section examining feelings of termination'
consisted of 35' feerings that describe emotional states.
Method of Data Collection
The researcher talked individually with subjects over the
telephone to recruit them for participation in this
investigation. The purpose, procedures, and confidentiality of
the investigation were explained during this conversation.
At the testing site, subjects received a packet containing
an informed consent form and the questionnaire. The purpose,
procedures, and confidentiality of the study rrere explained and
the inforned consent, forms were signed by each participant. upon
completion of the questionnaires, subjects returned the packets

￨

to the researcher.
Scor■ nq Of Data

subject numbers were assigned to each questionnaire.
cumulative scores for the individuar questions in the ArMs
section and the individual questions in the cohesion section were
totaled resulting in a single AfMs score and a single cohesion
score. The ArMs score, the cohesion score, and the data
regarding feelings toward termination were suuniittea for
treatment.
Treatment of Data
The means and standard deviations for the ArMS total,

the

cohesion total,

and each individual ternination feering were
calcurated. The interrerationships between arr variabres

(identity, cohesion, and the 35 feelings) were assessed by
Pearson product-moment correration. Gender and status
differences in identity and cohesion were assessed by t tests
prior to analyzing the predictive value of identity and cohesion
in expraining athletest feerings forlowing termination.
Additionally, gender and status differences for athretesl
feelings were assessed by lrlANoVA. A nultiple regression was used
to predict termination feerings from athletic identity and
cohesion.
Summarv

Graduating senior athretes at rthaca correge without
remaining athletic eligibility
in their given sport(s) were the

subjects (N = 59) for this investigat,ion. A three-part
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questionnaire was administered, and the data were returned tb the
researcher.
The means and.standard deviations for each variable were
catcurated. The data were analyzed by pearson product-moment

correlation to determine how discrete each of the variables were.
Independent t test,s on AIMS and cohesion were calculated first by
gender and then by status. MANovA assessed gender and status
differences with regard to the athretesr feelings. Finally, a
multiple regression was used to predict the termination feelings
from athletic identity and cohesion.

Chapter 4
ANAT,YSTS OF DATA

The results of the investigation are presented in .this

chapter. The chapter is divided into the following sections:
(a) descriptive statistics, (b) gender analysis, (c) status
analysis, (d) prediction of termination feelings, and (e)
sunmary

Descriptive Statistics
The first step in the analysis of data was to calculate the
mean ratings of athtetic identity and cohesion. The range of
scores for athletic identity could range from 1-0, which indicates
a low sense of athletic identity, to 40, which was the highest
possibte score. Results are reported.in Table l-. The mean
rating for identity was 29.88 with a standard deviation of 3.7t-.
The mean rating for identity was above average or what night be
e*pected. Cohesion scores could range from 6, indicating a low
sense of cohesion, to 24, which was the highest score p'ossible.
The mean rating for cohesion was 2L.37 with a standard deviation

of 2.7O. The drean rating for cohesion was extfernely highi in
fact the scores were.r"ry close to the highest score possible.
The mean ratings for each of the 35 feelings were caiculated
.
with trvery muchrr scored as 4, rtsomewhatrr as 3, rra little'r as 2,
and rrnot at aLlrt as 1. The mean scores and standard deviations
for each of the feelings are shown in Table 1. The five
strongest reactions to sport terrnination were proud, independent,
successful, self-aware, and fulfilled.
29

The five lowest rated
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Tab■ e

■

Means and standard Deviations of A■

l Variables

Ｄ
一
Ｓ

Ｍ一

Variable

Identity

29.88

3.7■

Cohesion

2■

.37

2.70

Frustrated

2.58

Satisfied

3.02

0.95
0.82

Self-aware

3.■ 7

0.62

Independent

3.37

0.72

FuIfilIed
Indifferent

3.■ 2

0.72

■.52

0■

Anxious

2.03

0.95

Numb

■.64

0.83

■。■5

0.4■

Understanding

3.■ 0

0。

Overwhelmed

2。

Accepting

2.80

0。

Resentment

■.6■

0.83

Closure

2.49

0.75

Supported

3.08

0.75

Sad

3。

02

0.97

Confused

■.44

0.68

Empty

2.05

■。04

SeI

f-destructive

05

75

76

0.92
87

(table cOntinues)

,

3■

Ｍ一

Variable

SD

Successfu■

3.■ 9

0。

Lonely

■.53

0.70

Angry

■。59

0.85

Shock

■。86

0。

Lost

■。5■

0.70

Defeated

■.3■

0.56

Depr■ ved

■。58

0.75

lsolated

■.36

0。

Happy

2.42

■.07

Helpless

■。37

0.74

Content

2。

Abandoned

■.27

0.64

Withdrawn

■.44

0.62

Uncerta■ n

■。78

0。

87

Depressed

■.93

0。

90

Proud

3.44

0。

75

■.34

0。

60

Gr■ ef

str■ cken

54

0。

80

94

58

93
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feelings were self-destructive, abandoned, defeated, isolatedrand
grief stricken.
The interrelationships of all variables (identity, cohesion;
and each of the 35 feerings) were assessed by pearson productmoment correlation. Athletic identity was moderately correlated
with cohesion (r = .41). The highest correrated feelings with"
athletic identity were sad (r = .40), depressed (r = ..36), and
frustrated (r : .34). The lowest correrated feelings with
athletic identity were anxious (r = .00), fulfilled (r: .03),
satisfied (r = .05), and defeated (r = .06).
The highest correlations with cohesion were proud (r =.40),
self-aware (r = .39), fulfilled (r : .37), and successful
(r = .36). The lowest correlations with cohesion were angry
(r =.04), enpty (r = .O2), helpless (r = .O2), and anxious
(r =.00)
The interrelationships of the feelings themselves were also

assessed. The highest correlations were as follows: deprived
and angry (r = .67), helpless and angry (r = .651, happy and
content (r = .65), oVerwhelmed and empty (r = .63), helpless and
abandoned (r : .62), and frustrated and angry (r = .61).
Gender Analvsis

Separate scores yrere calculated for males and females on the

variable of athletic identity, and the results are shown in Table
2. The results revealed that there were no gender differences
for athletic identity, t(58) = O.7Lr p > .05. In additlon,
separate scores rrrere calculated for males and females on the
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Tab■ e 2

fdentity
ｔ一

29.58

Ｄ
一
Ｓ

33

Ｍ一

Ｎ一

Males

3.26
0。 7■

Females

26

30。

27

4.25

Cohesion

2■ 。■2

ｔ一

33

Ｍ一

Ｎ一

Males

SD

2.76
0。

Females

26

2■ 。69

2.64

8■
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cohesion variable.

The results revealed that there were no

gender differences for cohesion, t(58) : 0.81, P >.05.
MANoVA revealed no gender differences with respect to the

feelings, F(l, 57) = 1,.54r P > .05. There were, although, some
scattered appareni univariate F differences on certain feelings
(frustrated, sad).
Status Analvsis

Status differences and their .iurpact on athletic iaentity
were calculated. Results are shown in Table 3. The results
'indicated that there were no status differences for athletic
identity, t(58) = L.5L, P > .05. status differences were then
calculated for the cohesion variable. Results show that there
were no status differences for cohesion, t(58) = 0.89,

p > .05.
revealed no status differences with respect to the
F(1, 5'71 = 1.06, P > .05. There were, although, some

I.IANOVA

fielings,
scattered apparent univariate F differences (resentment,
supported).

Prediction of Termination Feelings
A multiple regression was used to predict termination
feelings from athletic identity and cohesion. Results are
reported in Tab1e 4. The hypothesis,.that athletes who
identified highly with their sport(s) and perceived a greater
cohesive environment would likely be affected more by termination
than athletes who reported lower athletic identity scores and
perceived a less cohesive environment, was accepted. There were
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Tab■ e 3

Status Differences in ldentity and cOhesion

Identity
夏

Past

29

巫

29.■ 0

旦⊇

上

3.92
■。6■

Present

30

30.63‐

3.39

Cohesion

里

Past

29

巫

2■ .69

SD

t

2.38
0189

Present

30

2■ .07

2。 98
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Table

4

Predicticin of Termination Feelinos from fdentitv

Ｆ一

２ 一
Ｒ

Ｒ一

Predictor

and Cohesion

Frustrated

Ia

。34

.■ 2

7.26士 士

Satisfied

Cb

.27

.07

4.35士

Self-aware

C

.37

。■4

8.72★

Independent

C

.2■

.05

2。 6■

FuIfilIed
Indifferent

C′

IC

。38

.■ 5

4.58士

C′

I

.38

.■ 5

4.67★

Anxious

―d

Numb

I′

C

。26

.07

2.02

Self-destructive

C′

I

。29

.08

2。

Urderstanding

C′

I

.33

.■ ■

3.28★

Overwhelmed

I

.20

.04

2.■ 8

Accepting

I

。■6

。03

■.42

Resentment

C

.27

.07

4.35士

士

く ■

Closure

39

く ■
。30

.09

2。

。43

。■8

5.98★

I

。■7

.03

■.70

Enpty

I

.■ 3

.02

く ■

Successful

C

。36

.■ 3

8.■ ■士士

Lonely

I

。16

.03

■.52

Supported

C′ 工

Sad

I′

Confused

C

75
士

(table cOntinties)
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Ｆ一

２ 一
Ｒ

Ｒ一

Predictor
Angry

工

。■9

.04

2.■ ■

Shock

I

。30

.09

5.38彙

Lost

I

.24

.06

3.27

Defeated

C′

.23

。05

■。52

Deprュ ved

I

.3■

.■ 0

5.92★

I

lsolated

<

■

Happy

工′C

。39

。■5

4.88★

Helpless

I

.■ ■

。0■

く ■

Content

I′

。3■

.09

2.80

Abandoned

I

.27

.07

4。

Withdrawn

C

。■■

.0■

く ■

Uncerta■ n

I

。■5

。02

■。23

Depressed

I

.3■

.09

5。

Proud

C′

.42

.■ 8

5.75費

Gr■ ef

C

I

str■ cken

aldentity.

.05.

bcohesion.

士士p く .o■

75士
士

< 1

COrder of entry into regression equation.

dNeither predictOr met .50
士p く

24士

.

■imit.
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significant results between athletic identity, cohesion, and the
following feelings: frustrated, satisfied, self-aware,
fulfilled, indifferent, resentment, sad, successful, shock,
deprived, happy, abandoned, depressed, and proud.
SummarY

Athletic identity and cohesion lrere moderately correlated
(r = .41). There were also significant relationships between
several of the ternination feelings and the individual variables
of identity and cohesion. The highest correlated feelings with
identity were sad (r = .40), depressed .(r = .36), and frustrated
(r = .34). The highest correladed feelings with cohesion were
proud (r: .40), self-aware (r =.39), fulfilled (r = '37), and
successful (r = .36). The most significant interrelationships of
the feelings themselves tere as follows: deprived and angry
(r = .671, helpless and angry (r = .65), hapPy and content
(r = .65), overwhelmed and empty (r = .53), helpless and
abandoned (r = .52), and frustrated and angry (r = '61)'
differences existed for athletic identity,
cohesion, oE termination feelings. Likewise, no status
diffetences existed for athletic identity, cohesion, or
terminbiion feelings
perceived team
Subjects' athletic identity and degree
the following
cohesion accounteci for significant variance
No gender

ｆ
０

ｆ
０

termination feelings: frustrated, satisfied, self-aware,
fulfilled, indifferent, resentment, sad, successful, shock,
deprived, happy, abandoned, depressed, and proud'

Chapter

5

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results

described in chapter 4. The specific areas for discussion are
(a) descriptive statistics, (b) gender anAlysis, (c) status

analysis, (d) prediction of termination feelings, and

(e)

sunmary.

Descriptive Statistics
The means and standard deviations for atl variables are
reported in Table L. Athletic identity scores could range from a
Iow of LO to a high of 40. The mean for identity was 29.88 with
a standard deviation of 3.7L. This rating was moderately high
and indicated that the athtetes in the study placed sport as a
It is very likely that this finding reflects the
Fign priority.

of time and effort athletes have devoted to sports
throughout. their lifetime, and therefore their roles as athletes
constitute an integral part of their identities.
The AIMS has been reported to be ieliable and internally
consistent (Brewer et aI.; L990). This scale comprised the first
part of the guestionnaire. Present results conflict with those
of Brewer et aI. (L990), who found that as college students
mature their identification with athletics decreases. The
apparent difference may be due to the subject pool utilized in
each investigation. Subjects in the Brewer et aI. study were
students enrolled in either an introductory psychology course or
a sport psychololJy course, whereas subjects in the present study
amount
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were graduating college athletes.

It is possible that the
subjects in the Brewer et aI. investigation were not all
competitors in a structured athletic program. Responding
subjects may have been intramural, clubr or casual sport
participants, which may indicate why they tended to have a rower
score on athletic identity; on the other hand, the athletes in
the present study were exclusivirly intercollegiate varsity
athletes, and the najority had participated for their entire
college career. The subjects in this study, therefore, had
become more attached to their athletic roles.
The cohesion score could range from a 1ow of 6 to a score of
24. The mean for cohesion was 21r.37 with a standard deviation of
2.7O. This rating was extremely high; in fact, the medn score
was very close to the highest score possible. This can be
explained by the halo effect. Athletes who are forced to
reminisce about their competitive history may view the positive
events more clearly and night not remember the negative aspects
guite as weII. After investing a considerable amount of time and
energy in an activity, athletes may rationatize this
participation by accentuating their achievements as well as the
friendships and the bonds that were formed with teammates over
the years.
The means and standard deviations for feelings of
terrnination are also shown in Table 1. The five strongest
reactions to sport termination were proud, independent,
successful, self-aware, and fulfilled.
The five lowest rated
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feelings were self-destructive, abandoned, defeated, isolated,
and grief stricken. These positive responses can be explained by
the Ktibler-Ross model of loss. Because these athletes are in the
first stage, denial, they are going to pretend that there is not
a problem. This response follows the typical pattern of loss
during which individuals refuse to admit that there is a problem
(Astle, Lg86i Kiibler-Rbss, 1959; Ogilvie, L}AT; Ogilvie & Howe,
1982). This behavior offers only temporary protection, and the
athletes must eventually face the reality that their
intercollegiate playing careers have come to an end.
ft is also possible to attribute these positive responses to
the quality of exit. Fame, recognition, visibility,
and adegudte
role enactment could contribute to feelings of satisfaction or
dissat.isfaction at the time of termination from athletics
(Kleiber et aI., Lg87). If an athlete left intercollegiate
competition with few or no regrets, s/\e nay reflect"on the
experience in a positive manner. It is also possible that,
because the subjects were on the verge of graduation from
college, they were involved with the anticipation of the future
rather than dwelling on the past. rt is difficurt to isorate a
single event and examine emotional reactions when a number of.
role transitions are happening sirnultaneously (Coakley, i,983).
There is considerable ccjnflict regarding the trauma of.the
termination experience. Many researchers (Botterill, L982i
Brewer et aI., 1990; Ogilvie & Howe , Lg82i Svoboda t Vanek, 1982)
suggest that the'more an athlete identifies with ,sport, the more
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it will be to leave. Recently, this view has been
guestioned (AIIisoiT & Meyer, 1988; Blinde & Greendorfer, 1985,.
Coakley, 1,983r Curtis & Ennis, 1988). The roajority 6f these
investigations examined professional or elite performers who were
almost exclusively male. These studies appear to have more in
common with studies of retirem€nt, and these rrconcepts may not be
applicable to the chronologically young sport retireett (Blinde &
Greendorfer, 1985 p. 88). Some investigations examined
termination from high school athletics and attempted to
ieneiralize the results to the college level (Coakley, L983). The
ages of the athletes are guite sinilar as is the general
organization of competition, but the significant difference is
that high school graduates still have the opportunity to play for
another 4 years in a structured program at an academic
inst-itution. But, unless the college graduate has an opportunity
to play at the professional or international level, serious
athletic competition is over.
The lowest rated feelings (se1f-destructive, abandoned,
defeated, isolated, and grief stricken) were negative emotions to
the extreme. Athletes who rated-these feelings on the high end
of the continuum night be in need of counseling or psychological
assistance.. They would have few personal coping resources,
little support, and would feel that they have linited options.
It is not surprising that thede feelings rrere the. lowest rated.
The interrelationships of all variables (identity, cohesion,
'and each of the 35 feelings) were assessed by'Pearson product-
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correlation. Athletic identity and cohe'sion correlated
moderat'ely (r = .41). Although these variables are not totally
discrete, their degree of overtap did not violate the subsequent
re'gression analysis assumption.
The highest correlated tetmination feelings with athletic
identity were sad (r = .40), depressed (r = .361, and frustrated
(r : .34). The lowest correlated feelings with identity were
defeated (r =.06), satisfied (r =.Oq), fulfilled (r =.03), and
anxious (r = .00). The highly correlated termination feblings
are consistent with what one might expect from an individual with
a high sense of athletic identity. The athlete would be sad.
.about leaving, possibly to the point of being depressed. Srlhe
night also be frustrated because of a loss of control over the
situation. S/he had played 4 years, and there was no way to turn
,bdck the hands of tine. It is surprising to see that there is no
significdnt relationship between identity and either satisfied or
fuIfil1ed. This might be explained by looking at the correlation
of frustrated with identity. flie athlete might not be feeling
satisfied or fulfilled because certdin go61s may not have been
reached. ft is guite possible that, because subjects identify so
strongly with their athletic role, they do not feel any type of
satisfaction upon leaving. In fact, they may feel remorse, which
once again explains the high correlAtion with sad, depressed, and
frustrated. From a therapeutic point of view, it is gratifying
moment

to see that defeated and anxious have such low correlations with
athletic identity.
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The highest correlated feelings with cohesion were proud

(r : .40), self-aware (r = .39), fulfilled (r = .37) , and
successful, (r = .36). The lowest correlated feelings with
cohesion were angry (r = .04), empty (r =.O2), helpless
(r = .O2), and anxious (r = .00).' It is surprising to see that
s'elf-aware borrelated so highly with cohesion. often,, when
interacting in groups or teans, individuals are forced to
conform. ft is reassuring to see that, although individuals
experience a high degree of cohesion, they are still aware of who
they are. The only problem is that, if they think of themselves
as athletes and realize that their playing careers are over, they
tine with termination.
may have a difficult
The correlation of cohesion and successful indicates that
cohesion and performance are related but does not iurply
causation. It is a commonly held belief that the most effective
team is not necessarily the most, talented, but the team that
plays the best together. Although a considerable amount of
research has been done on the relationship of team cohesion and
perfonhance, the findings have been inconsistent (Carron, L980).
But, if individuals are successful in their endeavors, the
logical conclusion is that they will also feel a sense of pride
in their acconplishments.
The correlations of angry, empty, he1pless, and anxious with
These results can
cohesion tere not statistically significant.
be explained by the very nature of team togetherness and unity.
The terminated athlete has a collection of teamroates s/he can go
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to for support and reassurance. The athlete can draw strength,
understanding, and empathy from the very individuars s/he is
forced to Ieave. The old cliches !rA11 for one and one" for arrrl
and rrThe team that plays together, stays together, exemprify the
camaraderie typically demonstrated between athletes even after
the end"of competition. The athletes in this study had not yet
graduated and, therefore, were still in cLose proximity to one
another. Although the daily competitive'sport involvement had
been erased from the athretesr schedules, not enough time had
elapsed to cause them to forget one another.
The interrelationships of the feelings were also assessed by
Pearson product-noment corielation.
The most highly
intercorrelated feelings were deprived and angry (r = .67),
helpless and angry (E = .65), happy"and content (r = .65),
overfhermed and enpty (r = .63), helpress and abandoned (r =.62),
and frustrated and angry (r = .51). These relationships can be
exprained by looking at the words themserves. Happy and content
and frustrated and angry are synonyms. The feeling of
helplessness can incur anger or abandonment. The correlation
between overwhermed and empty, on,the surface, is more difficult
to exprain. These two feelings are more rike antonyms. To be
overwhelmed is to be overcome and bewildered, vhereas to be enpty
is to have nothing. The athlete may be so engulfed with emotion
that s/he is unabre to cope and, therefore, is unable to filr the
void that the termination experience has created.
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Gender Analysis

Separate scores were"calculated for males and females on the

variables of athletic identity, cohesion, and the termination
feelings. The results are shown in Tab1e 2. The results
indicated that there were no gender differences for the variables
of identity, cohesion, or the feelings of termination.
Sport, by its very nattrre, places certain demands upon
those individuals who wish to participate. These individuals are
not'categorized by their gender but by their involvernent in
athletics. Therefore, they are considered either athletes or
nonathletes, not males or females. When an athlete is at
basketball practice s/he is not considered male or female, but a
basketball player. ItRoIes are learned and are directly
conmensurate with the values and norms of their social contexttt
(Kalinger & Unkovic, 1969, p. LLz). When an individual accepts
the role of an athlete, the role can strengthened to the point it
begins to doninate the individualrs actions and lifestyle.
It is
possible that the athletic identity is so powerful it suppresses
or influences the exhibition of traditional gender
characteristics.
The dominance that the role athletics can play
in an individual's life might explain the sinilarity of scores of
athletic identity by males and females. Because'sport is not
gender specific, this could account for the lack of gender
differences on the variable. of identity
Although one might think that femalesr ds a group, would be
more cohesive, the present study indicated that there were no
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gender differences for the var■
ath■ etic

ab■ e

ol cOhes■ Ono

environment requires daily interactiOn′

shared goa■

s′

Because tho
close prOximity′

and interests′ it essential■ y demands c00peratione

Therefore′ the lack Of gender differences may be attr■

buted to

the type of environment in which the・ athletes were invOlved and
・the

standards by which they had to perfoェ

Щ.

It is commonly believed that women are more emotiona■
men.

There

■s

no ev■ dence that this

■s

the case′ but wOmen may

express their emotions more freely (Goldberg′
■984F

Tavris & Wade′

■984)。

than

■976,

Nicho■

sOn′

Under the cOnditions Of this

investigation (ご ・g.′ anonymity,Of responses)′ it iS possible that

males felt more secure ttn divulging their foe■

which
resulted in a lack of gender difterences. on the other hand′
ings′

females may have confoェ 鳳led to the environment as it has been
卜defttned.,

It is poss■ ble that the athletic env■ ronment dictates

the proper eゴ otional response under specifttc conditttons.
the■ r participation′

By

males and females essentially accept these

stipulations and act accordingly.
Status Ahalysis
Scores were calcul■ ted for the athletese current status of

athletic eligibility to assess the relationship with the
var■ ables of identity′

cohes■ on′ and fee■ ings of teェ

̀ll■

nation.

The athletest eligibility had either eldpsed or they were in
their final season.

Results are shown ttn Table 3.

There were nO

status differences for the var■ ables of identity′ cohes■ on′ or
feelings of te二 Щュnation.
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rndividuars forrow a typicar pattern following a ross. They
proceed- through a'serj-'es of five stages: denial, projection,
anger, depression, and acceptance (KUbler-Ross, 1969). These
stages are experienced with varying levers of intensity, and the
duration of each stage depends upon the lever of commitment,
devotion, intimacy, and dependency, as weII, as ttie individual
support and motivation each athlete has (Schoenberg et dI.,
l-970). The largest possible status difference between the two
groups, elapsed athletic eligibility
and final season of
eligibility,
was 5 nonths. The progression from stage to stage
can take anywhere from several months to several years and can
involve a great deal of effort (Ast1e, L9g6). There was not
enough of a status difference to make a distinction between the
stages. ft is guite possible that most of the athletes involved
in this investigation lrere still in the first stage. fn fact,
many of the athletes adnitted to the investigator that the study
forced then to examine the fact that their intercorregiate
playing career tas really over
Prediction of Termination Feelincrs
Multiple regression rras used to predict ternination.feelings
from athletic identity and cohesion. Results are shown in Table
4. Athletic identity and cohesion significantly predicted the
following feelings: frustrated, satisfied, self-aware,
fulfilled, indifferent, resentment, sad, successful, shock,
deprived, happy, abandoned, depressed, and proud. The
hypothesis, that athletes 'hho identified highly with their
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sport(s) and perceived a greater cohesive environment would
likely be affected more by ternination than athletes who reported
Ior.rer athletic identity scores and perceived a less cohesive
environment, rras accepted.

Athletes who fblt frustrated., reseritment, sad, deprived,
abandone'd, and depressed realized the time, energy, and
commitment they had invested over the seasons. ItThe more closely
identified the.athlete is with his or her sport, the more
traumatic will be the crisis of identity upon terminatibntt
(Ogilvie & Howe, L982, p. L77). The feelings of shock or
indifference are consistent with the belief that the subjects are
still in the first stage, that of denial.
The idea of being self-aware is a conclusion that is rather
ambiguous. Have these athletes come to terms.with termination
already, possibly before the actual fact? Or are these athletes
simply aware of their identity as defined through their years of
participation in sports? Either conclusion may be cause for
alarm. It may be possible thatr'although the athletes think that
they have mourned their dtsparture from athletics or that they
believe they are capable of siurply leaving without ev:n a glhnce
back, they are really just denying the existence of a problem.
If this is the case, they must eventually proceed through the
rest of the stages: projection, anger, depression, and
acceptance. On the other hand, if the athletes are just simply
at/are of their identity as it has been forged within the sport

subculture, they must now find a way to shed or discard their
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identity as an athlete and take on new rores in society. This
process could be long, frustrating, and even painful, but the
athlete must come to terms with reality.
' Finally, the feelings of being satisfied, fulfilled,
successful, happy, and proud are all rdlated. They are all
positive emotions. It is possible that the athletes recognize
their accomprishments and are now basking in the grory. Not onry
should the athletes themselves relish these emotions, if this is
indeed the case, but the coach and teammates should also applaud
their own contributions.
Sun}mary

Subjects in this investigation showed a moderately high
score for athletic identity and an extremery high score for
cohesion. These variables were moderately correlated but did not
violate the subsequent regression anAlysis assumption.
The strongest responses to sport terninatiofi were proud,

independent, successful, self-aware, and fulfi1led.

These

responses all follow the Kfibler-Ross model of loss.

The first

stage of this moder is deniar. rndividuars in this stage
typicarly accentuate the positives, "thereby fairing to confront

the reality of the ternination experience. It is also possible
that subjects were involved in a number of rore transitions
simultaneously and, therefore, were unable to discriminate
between the emotions these experiences evoked.
As well as revealing no gender differences, this
investigation also failed to show any status differences.
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this study only examined subjects in an athletic
environrnent, the responses are more sinilar than diverse. This
can be explained by the'denands reguired by the environment.
Athletic identity and cohesion significantly predicted the
following feelings: frustrated, sati-sfied, self-aware,
fulfilled, indifferent, resentment, sad, successful, shock,
deprived, happy, abandoned, depressed, and proud- The
hypothesis, that athletes who identified highly with their
sport(s) and perceived a greater cohesive environment would
like1y be affected more by termination than athletes who reported
Iower athletic identity scores and perceived a less cohesive
Because

environment, was accepted.

Chapter 6
suMMARy, CONCLUSTONS, AtlD

RECOMMENDATTONS

This chapter gives an overview of the entire inveistigation.
The chapter is diirided into three sections: (a) sutrmary, (b)
conclusions, and (c) recommendations.
Summarv

A total of 59 graduating senior Ithaca College athletes

participated in this investigation designed to examine the
relationship between the termination process and the athletest
feelings upon termination from intercollegiate athletics.
Subjects were adrninistered a three-part questionnaire comprised
of athletic identity, perception of team cohesion, and
termination feelings
Athletic identity and cohesion lrere significantly correlated
with one another. Identity also correlated significantly with
the termination feelings of sad, depressed, and frustrated.
Cohesion correlated significantly with proud, self-aware,
fuIfilled, and successful. The forrowing termination feelings
showed significant interrelationships:
deprived and angry,
helpless and angry, happy and content, overwhelmed'and empty,
herpress and abandoned, and frustrated and angry. No gender or
status differences existed for athletic identity, cohesion, or
any of the termination feelings
It was hypothesized that athletic identity and team cohesion
would have an effect on feelings of termination. 'ft was expected
that individuars who identified highry with their sport(s) and
52
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perceived a greater cohesive environment would likely be affected
m'ore by tertnination than athletes who reported lower identity
scores and perceived a less cohesive environment. This

investigation showed a significant relationship between feelings
of termination and athletic identity and cohesion. The two
variables accounted for significant variance of the following
termination feerihgs: frustrated, satisfied, serf-aware,
furfilred, indifferent, resentment, sad, successfur, shock,
deprived, happy, abandoned, depressed, and proud. Therefore, the
hypothesis'was accepted.
Conclusions

L. Athletic identity and cohesion correlated signifiiantly
with one another and with several of the terurination feelings.
rt appears that there is a rerationship between athletic
identity, cohesion, and feelings of ternination.
2. There were no gender differences for athletic identity,
cohesionr or any of the feeling3. rt does not appear that gender
affects the degree of athretic identity, the,amount of cohesion,
or the emotional responses to termination.
3. Therd were no status differences for athletic identity,
cohesionr or any of the feelings. ft does not appear that status
has an effect on athretic identity, the amount of cohesion, or
the emotional responses to termination.
4. Athletic identity and degree of perceived team cohesion
accounted for significant variance for some of the termination
feelings. rt appears that these two variabres can predict

certain feelings- of teraination.
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Recommendations

The following recommendation'3 are being made for further
research on this topic.

1. A similar study on a larger scale should be conducted.
The number of subjects snoiuta be increased and severar
institutions shourd be involved. This would- increase the
generalizability of the results.
2. A similar study.should investigate the responses of
individual vs. team sport athletes. This could be relevant when
assessing the emotional. responses to termination.
3. The cohesion section of the questionnaire could be
improved upon. A more extensive evaluation of cohesion could be
used, covering aspects of task and sociar cohesion. This would
make the results more valid.
4. An additional section on motivation for participation in
'
athletics should be included in the questionnaire. This could
help determine whether or not involvement in intercollegiate
athletics is replaceable by involvement in other activities and
could assist in predicting reactions to the termination process.
5. A sinilar study should investigate the emotional
responses of athretes who have been out of intercorlegiate
competition for longer periods of tine, to better assess the
impact of time.

Appendix A
TELEPHONE CONVERSAT10N

I speak to
Hi. My name is Lori Sadewater and I am a graduate student
at rthaca college. r arn doing ny thesis on termination from
college athretics at the Division rrr level. r was a two-sport
athlete myserf and only ended my own playing career just rast
year. r am very interested in finding out how other athletes
react to the fact that their collegiate playing career has ended.
So f created a questionnaire and I am asking all senior athletes
to take part. The conpletion of the guestionnaire wiII take no
more than 20 nin. Because you have devoted a considerable ainount
of time and energy to sport, r thought you would like to have
your'opinion counted. wourd you consent to be part of the study?
Would you be able to come in and fill out the guestionnaire
May

On

COuld

ｕ
０
ｙ

ｅ
ｎ
Ｏ
Ｃ

Thank

ｕ
０
ｙ

ｄ
ｎ
ａ

r

at

I will see you on the

Goodbye.
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Appendix

B

INFORMED CONSENT FORM

L. The study
a. Purpose of the study: This study will investigdte the
experience of the intercollegiate varsity athlete at the Division
IIf level.
b. Methods: You will be given a guestionnaire that will
assess your athletic experience at Ithaca CoIIege. It will only
take a few minutes to complete, and f will be available to answer
any questions you might have

￨

c. Benefits'of participation: You will be directly
responsible for contributing to the collection of valuable
information regarding intercollegiate participation. This
information will aid educators, coaches, and athletes in the
future. If you desire, you may obtain the results from this
investigation once it has been completed.
2. What can I expect to.happen as a result of my participation
in this study?
Participation in this investigation wiIl not induce any
physical or emotional pain or discomfort. I am simply interested
in your honest responses regarding your participation. However,
if you at any tine for any reason decide that you no longer wish
to conplete the questionnaire, you are free to leave.
Some of these questions may cause you to feel some emotional
fnitial

on the line signifying that you have read this page.
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responses. These emotions are perfectly understandable as you.
envision leaving college and embarking on a new phase in your
life.
If you would like to discuss your feelings after you have
participated in this study, prease feer free to contact Lori
Sadewater.

3. For more i.nfornation
If you would like more inforrnation about this investigation
and/or the results, prease. contact me, Lori sadewater, at (6:07)
256-5450 as this is ny tiresis study.
4. I{ithdrawal from this study
As stated earlier, if you at any tiure feel uncomfortable or
shourd you decide that you no ronger wish to participate, you may
reave at any time. No guestions wilr be asked as to why you made
this decision.
5. Confidentiality
At no time during this investigation wirr your name be
associated with your responses on this questionnaire. only
grouped data (gender, status) wi1l be used.
7. Consent
r have read the above, understand its contents, and agree to
participate in this study. r acknowredge that r am at reast 1,8
years old.
Printed Name
Signature
Date

Appendix

C

TERMINATION QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE READ CAREEULLY

The purpose of this survey is to beltter understand the
relationship between individuals participating in intercollegiate.

varsity athretics and the consequences of such participation.
The infornation that you provide is inportant in deternining
future needs of athletes for varsity sport participation. please
consider each question carefully and be sure you fulIy understahd
what each item is asking. Answers are to be written on the
guestionnaire in the spaces provided. This information wi1l be
maintained in the strictest confidence and names wilr not be
associated trith your questionnaire. Please answer as honestly
and- accurately as possible.
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L.

.59
what sport (or sports) have you played at the varsity level

in college? (major)
(minor)
PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE THAT BEST APPLIES

2. Are you male or fenale?

MaIe

Female

3. r will continue to play my sport (sports) after graduation.
not at all
a 1itt1e
somewhat, very much

4. I consider myself an athlete
not at all
a little
somewhat very much
5. I have many goals related to sport.
not at all
a litt1e
somewhat vbry much
6. Most of my friends are athletes.
not at all
a little
somewhat

very

much

7. Sport is the most important part of ny life
not at all
a littIe
somewhat very

much
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8. r spend more time thinking about sport than anything erse.
not at all
a little
somewhat very much
9. r need to participate in sport to feel good about myself.
not at all
a little
somewhat very much
l-0. Other people see me nainly as an athlete.
not at aII
a little
somewhat very

much

Ll-. I feel badly about nyself when I do poorly in sport.
not at all
a little
somewhat very much
L2. Sport is the only important thing in rny life.
not at aII
a Iittle
somewhat very

much

l-3. f would be very depressed if I were injured and could not
compete in sport.
not at aII
a little
somewhat very much
L4. what was your notivation for participation in athletics?
a. for exercise
not at'aII
a little
somewhat very much
b. to socialize
not at all
a little

somewhat

very

much

6■

c. to do something besides studying
not at all
a little
somewhat
d. a habit
not at aII

very

much

somewhat

very

much

e. recognition from others
somewhat
a little
not at all

very

much

f. for a sense of personal accomplishment
a little
somewhat
very
not at all

much

a litt1e

15. My relationship with my coach was meaningful and positive.
somewhat very much
a little
not at aII
L6.

did you like playing with the particular group of
teammates you had this year?
not at aII
a little
somewhat
very much

How much

Using your major sport as a reference point, please circle the
most appropriate response.

17.

How

strong a sense of belonging do you feel you had to this

team?

not at all

a litt1e

somewhat

ve'ry

much
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18. How adequate do you rate the relative level of teamwork on
your team?
somewhat
very much
a little
not at all
I

1,9.

closely knit do you think your team is?
somewhat
very
a little
not at aI]

How

much

I

20.

to other groups that you belong to, how much do you
value your membership on this athletic team?
somewhat
very much
a littIe
ncit at all

Compared

The following guestions are concerned with your feelings toward

ending your intercollegiate playing career. To what extent

you feel:

(Please circle the most appropriate response)

2L. frustrated
not at all

a little

22. satisfied
not at all

a little

23. self-aware
not at all

a little

24. independent (self-reliant)
a little
not at aII

somewhat

somewhat

very

much

very

much

somewhat

very

much

somewhat

very

much

do
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25.

fulfi■ ■ed (complete)
not at a■ ■

a

somewhat

very

somewhat

very much

a little

somewhat

very

much

a little

somewhat

very

much

29. self-destructive
not at aII
a litt1e

somewhat

very

much

30. understanding
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

a little

somewhat

very

much

somewhat

very

much

■itt■ e

26. indifferent (nonchalant)
not at all
a little

27.

anxious

not at all
28.

numb
not at a■ ■

3■

.

overwhelmed
not at all

32e

much

accepting
not at all

33. resentment
not at all

a

■ittle

a little

somewhat

very

rouch
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34. closure (letting go)
not at aII
a little

somewhat

very

much

35. supported
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

not at all

a litt1e

somewhat

very

much

37. confused
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

38. enpty
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

39. successful
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

40. Ionely
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

4L. angry
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

42. shock (disbelief)
not at aII
a little

somewhat

very

much

36.

sad

65

43. lost (searching)
not at all
a little

somewhat

very

much

41. defeated
not at all

a litt1e

somewhat

very nuch

45. deprived
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

46. isolated
not at aII

a little

somewhat

very

much

not at aII

a little

somewhat

very

much

48. helpless
not at aII

a little

somewhat

very

much

49. content
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

a litt1e

somewhat

very

much

a little

.somewhat

very

much

47.

50.

happy

abandoned

not at all
51,. withdrawn
not at aII

66

52. uncertain
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

. not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

54. prbud
not at all

a little

somewhat

very

much

somewhat

very

much

53.

depr.essed

55. grief stricken
not at aII
a little

-
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